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Abstract 

In [ 131 Parikh proved the first mathematical result about concrete consistency of contradictory 
theories. In [6] it is shown that the bounds of concrete consistency given by Parikh are optimal. 
This was proved by noting that very large numbers can be actually constructed through very 
short proofs, A more refined analysis of these short proofs reveals the presence of cyclic paths 
in their logical graphs, Indeed, in [6] it is shown that cycles need to exist for the proofs to be 
short. Here, we present a new sequent calculus for classical logic which is close to linear logic 
in spirit, enjoys cut-elimination, is acyclic and its proofs are just &~errtar~~ larger than proofs 
in LK. The proofs in the new calculus can bc obtained by a srn~ll perturhntim of proofs in LK 

and they represent a geometrical alternative for studying structural properties of LK-proofs. They 
satisfy the constructive disjunction property and most important. simpler geometrical properties 
of their logical graphs. The geometrical counterpart to a cycle in LK is represented in the new 
setting by a spiwl which is passing through sets of formulas logically grouped together by the 
nesting of their quantifiers. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 

<4M.S clmv~ficution: 03F03; 03F05; 03F07; 03F20 

&~orrls: Cut elimination; Gentzen sequent calculus: Cycles in proofs; Structure of proofs: 
Complexity of proofs 

1. Introduction 

The structure of LK proofs presents intriguing combinatorial aspects which turn out 

to be very difficult to study [6,8]. It is well known that as soon as one wants to 

intervene over the structure of a proof to simplify it, the complexity of the proof 

might increase enormously [16,12,14]. There is a link between the presence of cut 

formulas with nested quantifiers and the non-eletnentar~~ expansion needed to prove 

a theorem without the help of such formulas. If one considers the graph defined by 

tracing the flow of occurrences of formulas (in the sense of [2]) for proofs allowing 

a non-elementary compression, one finds that such graphs contain cycles [5] or almost 

0168.0072/994 see front matter @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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cyclic structures [6]. These cycles codify in a small space (i.e. a proof with a small 

number of lines) all the information which is present in the proof once cuts on formulas 

with nested quantifiers are eliminated. See [5] for a precise discussion. 

If one needs to preserve the complexity of the proof and the logical relations between 

the occurrences of the formulas in the proof, not much room is left for handling and 

simplifying the structure. Rules appearing in the proof might be moved up and down 

the proof structure but not much more than these operations can be actually performed 

and no substantial structural change can be obtained. The modifications preserve indeed 

the topological properties of the underlying graphs of proofs. 

Yet we are interested to see whether there is a way to perturb slightly the graph 

structure to render it more transparent but at the same time keeping the complexity 

only elementary bounded. In fact, we would like to have a framework where to study 

the relation between the logical strength of a deduction argument and the complication 

of its associated proof structure. We will present here a setting where cyclic paths 

in proofs are eliminated and their coding effect recaptured by the interaction of sets 

of formulas in the proof. These sets of formulas will be defined through extended 

forms of ‘d:right and 3:left rules and their interaction will be induced by the nesting 

of quantifiers. Geometrically, this amounts to replacing cyclic paths by spirals which 

wind around in the proof and pass through the sets of formulas. Here the geometry of 

the graphs associated to LK changes because identifications of formulas usually present 

in short proofs of LK are not anymore required. 

In the next section, we introduce the notion of a logical graph of a proof. This 

concept is at the basis of the structural analysis of proofs in LK that we are considering 

here. In Section 3 we introduce a new calculus (which we call ALK for ‘Acyclic LK’) 

whose logical graphs of its proofs have no cyclic paths and which is such that for any 

proof in LK it is possible to find a proof in ALK which is only elementary larger. We 

prove here the cut elimination theorem for ALK, the acyclicity property and we give 

precise bounds on the complexity of the transformation between the two systems. We 

hope that ALK will help to make progress in the understanding of phenomena linked 

to shortening of proofs. 

2. The flow graphs of proofs 

The notion of logical flow graph of a proof in LK has been introduced by Buss 

in [2] as a tool to trace the flow of occurrences of formulas in a proof. Properties 

of logical flow graphs are discussed in [3] where the notion is used to analyse the 

structure of classical proofs. ’ For our purposes we use a variant of the notion of Buss, 

in which we restrict ourselves to atomic occurrences of formulas, as in [3]. 

’ The idea of using the flow of occurrences to study the structure of proofs is fundamental in the work of 

Jean-Yves Girard [1 l] where graphs called proof nets are associated to linear logic proofs. 
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Fig. 1. Logical paths between formula occurrences in a proof 

We will not formally define the notion of a logical flow graph here and we address 

the reader to [2,3] instead. We will illustrate anyhow what it is through an example and 

an informal discussion of its properties. This will be sufficient to follow the arguments 

in this paper. Take the proof in Fig. 1 and note the occurrences of the atomic formula 

C be logically linked by the proof. Similar links exist for P. Buss considers also links 

between formulas which are logically more complicated. as C A P or -P A C for 

instance, but we will not need this. 

The logical flow graph of a proof II is the directed graph which we can read off 

the proof, whose nodes are labelled by the atomic occurrences of formulas in 17. and 

whose edges are the links induced by the rules of L7 (as illustrated). 

The logical flow graph carries a natural orientation, as discussed in [3]. This orienta- 

tion reflects the underlying flow of information; roughly speaking, the orientation goes 

from hypothesis to conclusions. In the graph above, this idea is reflected in the fact 

that from negative occurrences of formulas in the end-sequent one reaches the positive 

ones following a sequence of edges (for instance, the occurrence of A on the left-hand 

side of the sequent arrow is linked to the occurrence on the right-hand side); negative 

occurrences in a sequent have edges going up in the proof and positive occurrences 

have edges going down. 

Negative occurrences are linked to positive ones through axioms, and positive oc- 

currences are linked to negative through cuts, as in Fig. 2. In the picture we traced 

only some of the links between the occurrences of C to emphasize the presence of a 

closed sequence of edges in the logical graph. 

We call any sequence of consecutive edges in the logical flow graph of a proof a 

logical path (two consecutive edges in this sequence should meet in a vertex which 

is a source for one and a sink for the other) or simply a path. Note that paths arc 

usually intended to be oriented. We call any logical path starting and ending with two 

(distinct) formulas occurring in the end-sequent of the proof a bridge. We call direct 

puth a logical path passing through either positive or negative occurrences only. Note 

that a direct path cannot cross an axiom or a cut, since this would force the path to 

pass through both positive and negative formula occurrences. Moreover, note that the 

number of occurrences in a direct path is bounded by the height of Il. 
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Fig. 2. A proof whose logical flow graph contains an oriented cycle 

We say that a formula is directly linked to another in a proof if there is a direct 

path between them. A specific occurrence of an atomic formula in a proof is called 

s-formula. A formula A is a variant of B, if A can be obtained from B by changing 

some (maybe none) of the terms in B. Two occurrences of formulas lying in a logical 

path are variants of each other (this is to say that they might not be occurrences of 

the same formula). 

In [3] it is shown that cut-free proofs do not contain cycles, i.e. paths starting with 

an occurrence of a formula and going back to it. It is also proved that proofs containing 

cuts but no contractions are also acyclic. (Note that the cyclic path illustrated in the 

example above passes through both a cut rule and a contraction rule.) From these 

properties it follows that the interaction between contractions and cuts is at the origin 

of the complication in proof structures. In Section 5 we will show how to transform a 

proof possibly containing cycles into a proof which is acyclic, by only an elementary 

expansion. This can be done by changing slightly the formal setting of LK to allow 

a control over the interaction between contractions and cuts (in Section 3 we propose 

the system ALK). We will discriminate for this purpose certain cuts from others with 

respect to the well-known constructive disjunction property. It is important to keep 

in mind here that to ensure the elementary bound one needs to switch calculus. In 

fact, in [5] it is shown that there exist provable statements whose short proofs must 
contain cycles. The elimination of these cycles (in LK) would force a non-elementary 

expansion of the proof. 

3. The calculus ALK 

We want to introduce here the calculus ALK (Acyclic LK) whose proofs have simpler 

structural properties than the proofs formulated in Gentzen’s sequent calculus LK. The 

name has its origin in the fact that the logical graph of a proof in ALK is always 

acyclic. Given any proof in LK of a sequent one can effectively find a proof in ALK 
for the same sequent whose complexity is elementary in the complexity of the LK- 
proof (here the result holds both for number of lines and number of symbols). For 
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Fig. 3. A cycle as a projection of a spiral 

the converse, the situation is much simpler. In fact, given any ALK-proof, one can 

find a LK-proof for the same sequent with essentially the same number of lines (and 

symbols). 

The logical flow graph of a LK-proof which contains cycles will be transformed into 

a logical flow graph of a ALK-proof where cycles, roughly speaking, are replaced by 

spirals. 

Being allowed for an analogy we would like to say that the effect of the transfor- 

mation of IL into an ALK-proof can be seen as the effect of going from a space to its 

covering. This idea was indeed the origin for the formulation of ALK. In this view a 

proof in LK can be seen as a projection of a proof in ALK, where the identi$cation of 

some of the formulas (corresponding to the identification of points of the spiral over 

the circle as illustrated in Fig. 3) force the presence of cycles. 

The importance for a calculus as ALK lies on the hope that it will tell us some more 

about the folding and unfolding of proofs. The combinatorics behind proofs is a very 

complicated mechanism (see [6,4,9]) and not at all understood. Short proofs can be 

thought as obtained from large ones by folding them properly, following some given 

order of identification of the subgraphs. Is there some general reason for which at times 

we might be obstructed in doing this folding? Short proofs seem special coincidences. 

whose existence is allowed by some elegant and ‘miraculous’ combinatorial phenomena. 

How can one find ‘symmetries’ in large proofs to provide short proofs from them? 

These are wide open questions. fur analysis is found in [9]. 

In Section 4 we will show 

Theorem 1. Let L7 : r + A be a proof in LK of n lines. There is a proof 17’ : r A A 

in ALK qf at most 22’1”’ lines. 

The converse is also true, namely that given a proof in ALK of some sequent 5’ 

there is a proof in LK for the same sequent with a number of lines which is linear in 

the number of lines of the ALK-proof. In Section 5 we will show 

Theorem 2. Let ll be a proof in ALK. The logical ,flow graph of Il is acyclic. 
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3.1. Axioms and rules 

The calculus ALK is formulated as LK except for the ‘d: right, 3 : left rules and the 

cut rule. The latter imposes restrictions on the use of contractions in the proof. Before 

describing the calculus we should introduce some more terminology. Without loss of 

generality, we do not consider the logical symbol > since it is easily definable from 

the 1, V symbols. 

Definition 3. A contraction in Il with main formula C satisfies the disjunction property 

if for each positive disjunction (negative conjunction) in A V B (A A B) occurring as a 

subformula in C either A has only direct paths to some weak variants of A, or B has 

only direct paths to some weak variants of B, or both. 

Even though Definition 3 refers to both disjunctions and conjunctions we will call 

the property above disjunction property because of its obvious connection with the 

well-known constructive property. 

The axioms of ALK will be sequents of the form 

where r, A are collections of weak formulas and A is atomic. (To assume atomicity is 

not a restriction and the assumption simplifies our exposition.) 

The logical rules of ALK are the following: 

7 : left 
l- + A,A 

7 : right 
A,T+ A 

lA,Ti A’ T+ A,lA’ 

A : right 
l-, + Al,A Tz -+ Az,B 

T,,r2 + A,,Az,AAB ’ 

A : left 
A,l---t A A,l--+ A 

AAB,l-+ A’ BAA,l- -+ A’ 

V : left 
A,T, + A, B,r2 4 A2 

~vB,r,,r~ + d,,dz ) 

v : right 
r --f A,A l- 4 A,A 

r+ A.AvB’ r+A.BVA' 

’ : ‘eftext 
A(b), . . . ,A(b), r + A 

(3x)A(x), . , (3x)A(x),r + A’ 

3 : right 
r + A,A(t) 

l- + A,(Ix)A(x) 

’ : left 

A(t),r + A 
(b’x)A(x), r ---$ A’ 
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V : right,,, 
I‘ 4 A,A(b), . ,A(/?) 

r --f Ll.(Vx)A(x),. .,(Vx)A(x)’ 

The rules ‘4 : right,,,, 3 : leftext are extensions of the ‘d : right and 3 : Iejf rules of LK. 

Indeed, if the antecedent is constituted by only one formula then the rules coincide. We 

do not fix any bound on the number of auxiliary formulas in the antecedent (we think 

of having an infinite number of rules here). As usual, in the 3 : kfi,,, and V : righr,,, 

inferences the free variable b is called the eigrnaariuhle and must not appear in the 

lower sequent. The variable x must be freely substitutable into A for all four quantifier 

inferences. The formula B in A A B or ,4 V B in A:kfi and V:right rules is called HYV/C 

(as well as those formulas occurring in the collections r. n of the axioms). 

The .str.ucturul rules are: 

Contractiorl : 
l- + A,A,A 

l----f A,A ’ 

A,A,l‘- A 

A.1 i.4 

Cut : 
Z‘, 4 A,,A A,l-, + A2 

1-,,Tz --t A,,A? ’ 

where we ask the auxiliary formulas of a cut rule to have direct logical paths passing 

onf~! through contraction rules satisfying the disjunction property. 

The condition on the applicability of the cut rule to a formula A in the proof is 

clearly non-local, it depends indeed on the ‘history’ of A in the proof, on the way A 

has been built in the proof. This characteristic of ALK is a reminder of Linear Logic 

where the modalities ?, ! help to keep track of ‘past’ information. (In a Linear Logic 

proof, the lack of modalities in a formula says that no contractions have been applied 

to the formula or its subformulas, i.e. the proof is linear [1 11.) 

Note that ALK allows contractions which do not satisfy the disjunction property 

but in this case, a contracted formula is required to end up in the end-sequent of the 

proof. It is easy to see that if contractions satisfying the disjunction property were 

the only contractions allowed, then ALK would not have been a calculus for classical 

logic. (There are classical sequents A ----f B for which WC would only be able to prove 

A.. . . ,A 4 B.. . B for some multiple repetition of A’s and B’s) 

Theorem 4. The calculus ALK enjoys cut-elimintrtion. 

Sketch of proof. The usual procedure of cut-elimination for LK can be applied to a 

proof in ALK with suitable changes concerning the V: right,,, and 3 : left,,, rules. We 

will discuss only the case of the V: right,,,. The 3 : l&,,, case can be treated similarly. 

Suppose we have the following subproof: 

n, II, 

I-, + A,,A(b)‘,..., A(b)” A(t). r2 - A2 

r, ----) A,, (V.x)A(x)‘, . , (t’x)A(x)’ (Yx)A(x), r2 + 47 

I’,. r2 --f A,, A2,(V,x)A(x)‘, .(Vx)A(x)‘--’ 
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If (Yx)A(x)’ for some i = 0.. . r - 1 has a direct path to the endsequent, then we 

contract @‘X&~(X)” with it and eliminate the cut. Otherwise all occurrences (Vx)A(x)’ 

end-up into some cut-formula. In this case, the cut over the occurrence Q/X&~(X)“ 

can be eliminated by replacing it with r cuts, one for each antecedent A(b)’ of the 

‘d : righteXt rule. This means that we will have Y new cuts and r new copies of the 

subproof Ii’z. Note that we need to substitute the eigenvariable b with the term t, and 

introduce as weak formulas (using the version of Lemma 6 for LK proved in [3]) 

exactly Y - 1 occurrences of (VX)A(X) also. 

It is routine to check that an AM-proof is transformed by the steps of reduction 

into another ALK-proof. For this we need to check that the new contractions and new 

weak formulas added in the proof do not introduce some new unwanted contraction, 

i.e. some contraction which does not satisfy the disjunction property and will end up 

into some cut-formula. 

Since at each step of transformation the procedure does not touch contractions lying 

above the cut being examined, we are sure that these contractions will not become 

unwanted (we use here the fact that to check the disjunction property one only needs 

to look at paths going towards the axioms). Hence, let us look first at those contractions 

that have been introduced as new. They are applied to pairs of formulas coming from 

copies of the same subproof. If the formulas in the pair were to satisfy the disjunction 

property, then their contraction would also satisfy the property because the formulas 

have the same ‘history’ (again, we use here the fact that to check the disjunction 

property one only needs to look at paths going towards the axioms). If the property 

was not satisfied by the pair, it would continue not to be satisfied by the contracted 

formula. But in this latter case, we are sure that the contracted formula would have a 

path to the end-sequent, because by induction on the construction the formulas in the 

pair have to have a direct path to the end-sequent. 

Note now that the introduction of new weak formulas added in the proof during 

the procedure might induce some contraction occurring later in the proof (i.e. below 

the cut being examined) to be affected. Namely, it might happen that some contraction 

which was not satisfying the disjunction property at step i in the procedure, would start 

to enjoy it at step i + 1 because of these changes. This does not cause any problem. 

It is important to remark here that the procedure of cut-elimination we defined above 

for V : righteXt (and similarly for 3 : lefteXt) is introducing r cuts only when all the 

antecendents are directly linked to cut-formulas. This makes possible the application of 

these cuts. In fact, if some antecedent of the V : righteXt rule was not ending-up into a 

cut-formula, then we could not be sure that a cut could be applied to such occurrence. 

This occurrence could possibly not satisfy the disjunction property. q 

The calculus ALK is reminder of constructive logics. In fact, we could have defined 

ALK in such a way that not only the disjunction property needs to be satisfied for 

a cut to be applied but also an analogue of the usual existential property. We could 

have asked, for instance, that for each contraction formula C in a proof Ii’ and for 

each atomic B(x) occurring as a subformula in C, any pair of variants B(tl), B(tz) in 
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II lying along two distinct direct paths from B(x) are such that tI = t?o or tl = tic. 

for some substitution C. 

With this further restriction on the applicability of cuts, we would, nevertheless, bc 

able to prove the cut-elimination theorem for ALK, an analogue of Theorem I (with the 

same elementary bounds) and the acyclicity property. The proofs would be essentially 

the same. We avoided treating explicitly this extra condition because the existential 

property does not seem to be a central matter for studying the complication of the 

logical flow graph of proofs. For instance, the acyclicity property turns out to have a 

propositional nature, being a consequence of the disjunction property. This reflects tho 

fact that the logical flow graph of a proof is concerned with atomic occurrences only. 

independently of the way quantifiers are playing a role in the logic. 

4. From proofs in LK to proofs in ALK 

In this section we show that any proof in LK can be transformed into a proof in 

ALK with an elementary increase of the size of the proof. Theorem 1 is an immediate 

consequence of the more precise bound we compute. The symbol N(H) will denote 

the number of lines in the proof Il. 

Theorem 5. Let U: S he a pvoqf in LK. Suppose that tl contuins c contractions 

nlhich do not satisfy the disjunction property und huce direct puths to c.utTfi,vnlzlkr.s. 

Then there is a proof' II’ : S in ALK such that N(Ll’)<3 2” N(n). 

Before giving the proof we need to show a few easy structural lemmas for proofs 

in ALK. Similar statements are provable for proofs in LK. Their proofs are essentially 

the same. 

Lemma 6 (Addition of weak occurrences). Let ll : r + A he a ALK-proqf of’k lines 

and A. 0 be multisets. An ALK-proqf’ Ill : r, A 4 A, 0 can hc constructed wch that 

N( n’) = N( L’). 

Proof. By induction on the height of I7. If I7 is an axiom then Ll’ is an axiom as 

well. If L7 ends with a rule of inference R then apply the induction hypothesis to one 

of the immediate subproofs of I7 whenever R is binary, or to the only one immediate 

subproof whenever R is unary; apply again the rule R to the result. Note that we may 

have to rename variables to handle the cases 3 : kft,,, and V: right,,, (but this can bc 

done as described in [15]). Since the structure of II’ is essentially the same as the 

structure of Il (the only difference lies in the presence of weak occurrences ,I. 0 in 

I7’) we have that N(n’) = N(U). [I 

Lemma 7 (Elimination of weak occurrences). Let Il : S he an ALK-proof’ of’ n lines 

and A u weak occurrence of a ,formula in S (i.e. A comes ,from a w,euh- octwwnw 
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lying in some axiom of IL). Let S’ be the result of omitting A from S. Then an 
ALK-proof IS : S’ can be constructed such that N(P) = N(Il). 

Proof. By induction on the height of II. If 5’ is an axiom then 5” is an axiom as well 

(since A is a non-distinguished occurrence). The induction step is proved deleting the 

weak occurrence A from a premise of the last rule of inference R of II and applying R 
again to the resulting proof(s). It follows that the tree-like structure of ZZ’ is the same 

as the tree-like structure of IZ and then N(U’) = N(U). 0 

Lemma 8. Let IL : S be proof in ALK of k lines. Then there is a proof Ii” : S in 

ALK of at most k lines such that it netter happens that an auxiliary formula of a 
binary rule is weak, or that the auxiliary formula oj. a unary logical rule is weak, 
or that an auxiliary formula of a contraction rule, 3 : lefttext rule or t/: righteXt rule is 
weak. Furthermore, tf IT is cut-free then IT is cut-free. 

Proof. This is proved by induction on the height of the proof II. Suppose that the last 

rule of inference of n is a binary rule where at least one of the auxiliary formulas 

is weak. Suppose a A : right rule (similarly for V : left and cut rules) is applied to the 

subproofs Zi’i : rl -+ Al, A and II2 : r2 + A2,B, where A is a weak occurrence in 

ni. By eliminating A from n, (using Lemma 7) and adding (using Lemma 6) to the 

resulting proof weak occurrences r2, A2,A AB we obtain a proof with the same number 

of lines as ni of the sequent ri, r2 -+ A,, A2,A A B. Let Ii” be such a proof. 

Suppose now that the last rule of inference of n is a unary logical rule applied 

to a weak auxiliary formula. Suppose that a A : left rule (similarly for V: right) is 

applied to the subproof ni : A, rl --) A,, where A is a weak occurrence in III. We 

first eliminate A from n, (using Lemma 7) and then we add the weak formula A A B 
(using Lemma 6). The proof we obtain has the same number of lines as 171. Let it be 

II’. The case of ~:right, 1: left, V : left, 3 : right rules is handled similarly. 

If the last rule of inference is a contraction where one or both auxiliary formulas are 

weak, the treatment is similar. This is also the case for V: righ& and 3 : lefttext rules. 

0 

Lemma 9. Let Il : S be an ALK-proof Then there is an ALK-proof IT’ : S such that 
N(W) <N(D) and # contractions(IZ’) ~2 . # uxucioms(l7’). 

Proof. By Lemma 8 we may assume that every auxiliary formula for a contraction 

rule has some direct path to a distinguished occurrence in some axiom. 

Given a formula A which appears in the proof, let %‘A denote the set of distinguished 

occurrences in axioms which are linked to A by direct paths. Let c(A) denote the 

number of times that a contraction rule was used in the history of A within the proof. 

(This includes contractions on subformulas in A.) 
We claim now that c(A) < 1%~ 1 (where 1%‘~ 1 denotes the cardinality of the set 55,). 

This is easy to check using induction. If an occurrence of a formula B is used as an 
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auxiliary formula for a contraction rule, then lX‘B\ > 0, because B cannot be weak. 

When two occurrences of B are contracted into each other, the corresponding 9”s are 

disjoint, and so the number of their elements add. One also adds 1 to the count of the 

number of contractions, but the strict inequality is preserved. 

The total number of contractions used in the proof is the sum of c(A) over all for- 

mulas A which either appear in the end-sequent or are used as cut-formulas. This is 

easy to see. One can also check that the sets T4 for these formulas are pairwise dis- 

joint. Thus the number of contractions is strictly less than the number of distinguished 

occurrences in the axioms, and the proposition follows. G 

Proof of Theorem 5. In the sequel we call non-triviul any contraction which is directly 

linked to some cut-formula and does not satisfy the disjunction property. We want to 

show that I7 can be transformed into a proof with no non-trivial contractions. The idea 

is to avoid non-trivial contractions by duplicating in a suitable way the proof. We will 

see that for each cut-formula C in Il, we will obtain a proof with many cuts on copies 

of the cut-formula C. 

We build the proof 17’ by induction on the height of subproofs of 77 and we eliminate 

the non-trivial contractions from the top down. We will build by steps a new proof 17’ 

(with no non-trivial contractions) which will have essentially the same logical content 

as I7, in the sense that its sequents will be sequents in I7 but where each formula might 

have multiple occurrences (in the sense described below). Given a subproof fl,, : So 

of ll (where CO is the number of non-trivial contractions contained in Li’,,) we find a 

proof II{, : S(r which will be a subproof of I7’ such that the following conditions arc 

satisfied: 

(I) the sequent Sl, is defined as the sequent SO except for the number of occurrences 

of formulas in it (we refer to this number as the multiplicity of a formula) which 

might be greater in SA than in So. Moreover, if an atomic subformula of a formula 

in & has direct paths only to weak occurrences in 770, then each of its counterparts 

in Si, enjoys the same property, and 

(2) the multiplicity of a formula in the sequent S(, is bounded by 2L’1. If a formula A in 

S(, has multiplicity larger than 1, then there is a direct path from the corresponding 

A in S,, which goes towards the axioms in 170 and which crosses at least one non- 

trivial contraction along the way, and 

(3) if a formula A is contracted in fib and does not satisfy the disjunction property, 

then there is a direct path from the corresponding A in ITlo which goes to SO. and 

(4) the proof L7{, contains no non-trivial contractions, and 

(5) # lines( nt) d 22”’ . N(I70). 

The disjunction property is nicely compatible with the inductive nature of our con- 

struction. More precisely, when we construct a proof Ii’:, we will use copies of proofs 

from lower stages in the construction. We might combine them using binary rules and 

Ned: contractions might be introduced, but nothing else. By combining these constituent 

proofs we will not disturb the disjunction property of their contractions (this uses the 

fact that to verify the disjunction property of a contraction one need only look at what 
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happens to paths going up towards the axioms). Then, to verify (4) we will need only 

to verify that no lzew contraction will be non-trivial. These points will be clearer when 

we are in the actual construction, but it will be helpful to have this principle in mind, 

that only the new contractions really need to be checked. 

Note that in the multiplicities of formulas everything is exactly the same, the ar- 

guments in the formulas in particular. At the end of the construction we will obtain 

a proof II’ : S with no non-trivial contractions and with end-sequent S with no extra 

multiplicities (remember that contractions applied to formulas directly linked to the 

endsequent do not need to satisfy the disjunction property). 

To make the construction we proceed as follows. If no is an axiom then we take 

nh to be no. In general, we assume that we are given a subproof Li’o with at least 

one rule of inference and that we have already accomplished the construction for all 

proper subproofs of no. 

Suppose the last rule of inference in ns is a contraction rule applied to Li’, : r ----f 

A, C’, C2. Apply the induction hypothesis to L’i and call this proof Ll{. If R is non- 

trivial in Il then let lZi, be Ll{. Otherwise, II{ will contain a copy of C’, C* with no 

multiplicity (this is easy to check with the definition of non-triviality; note that the test 

of non-triviality has to be performed on the proof II because of those contractions that 

have a direct path to the end-sequent of Li’ and do not satisfy the disjunction property). 

We define L!b to be the proof obtained by applying the contraction rule R to C' , C2 

in II{. 

Suppose the last rule of inference R of L7s is a unary rule, for instance, let it be an 

v : right rule applied to a proof L7i : r + A, B containing cl non-trivial contractions. 

(Thus co is the same as ci in this case.) Our induction hypothesis provides a proof 

Lll, of the form r* + A*, B’, . . . , B“, where Y d2”‘. Apply r times the V: right rule to 

obtain a proof l7; : r” + A*, B V C’, . . . , B V C’. (Notice that we do not get non-trivial 

multiplicities for B V C unless B has non-trivial multiplicity already. Also, we have 

added no new contractions, and the disjunctive property for the old contractions is 

undisturbed by our application of the rules.) It is easy to check that conditions (l)-(4) 

are satisfied. For condition (v), since r<2” and # lines(n{)<2”’ N(nl) we have 

# lines(nh) = # likes + Y 

< 22” Aqn, ) + 2”’ 

< 2T’ . (N(zI, ) + 1) 

= 2”’ 
N(Uo). 

The A : left rule is handled in exactly the same manner, and the negation rules as 

well as 3 : right and V : left rules are similar. We should only be a bit careful to handle 

V : right and 3 : left rules. Suppose the last rule of inference R of LZo is a V : right rule 

applied to a proof LI, : r ---f A,A(b) containing cl non-trivial contractions. (Again 

CO is the same as ci in this case.) Our induction hypothesis provides a proof II{ of 

the form r* + A*,A(b)‘,. . .,A(b)‘, where rd2”‘. If Y = 1 then we apply b’:right 

to r* + A*,A(b), otherwise we apply the ‘d:right,, rule to the A(b)‘s and obtain a 



sequent of the form r” + A*, (‘dx)A(x)‘, . . , (Vx))A(x)’ (Note that we have added no 

new contractions, and the disjunction property for the old contractions is undisturbed.) 

It is easy now to check that conditions (l)-(4) are satisfied. 

Suppose the last rule of inference H of 770 is a binary rule, say a A:riyht applied 

to 77, : l-1 + A,. B and 772 : l-2 + AZ, C, where cl,c? are the number of non-trivial 

contractions in 771,772, respectively, and co = cl + ~2. By the induction hypothesis wc 

have two proofs 77; : r; + AT, B’, , BX and 77: : ry + AI, C’, . . C’ that we can 

combine to build a proof 776 : rt,r; -+ AT, AZ. B A C’. , B A Ch”‘. The construction 

is a bit delicate. 

If Y = k = I then 77[, is defined by combining 77{, fi’: with a A : righr rule and 

# /ines(77j,) < # lines(l7’,) + # lines(l7;) + I 

< 2”’ N(U,) + 2”‘N(77~) + 1 

62 2”“2 . (N(I7,) + N(II7) + 1) 

= 22”+‘z N(no ). 

This satisfies the required properties, and so we suppose that max(r, k) > I. We 

will assume that r > 1, the other case being symmetric. To build 77; we first build a 

proof 77 RAP . r;,r; + AT, . AT, B’ A C’, . B’ II C’, B’, .B” from 77; and r copies 

of fi{ followed by contractions on 77, AT, B’. . , B" . Note that we are adding new 

contractions for the first time in the construction. However, it is easy to see that these 

contractions do not cause problems. 

The main point is that the new contractions are being applied to formulas with 

identical histories. This is because the multiple copies of the formulas being contracted 

arise exactly from a duplication of subproofs: one only contracts copies of formulas 

which had exactly the same role in the corresponding duplicated subproofs. (That is, 

we contract the various copies of B’ into one formula, but we never contract a copy 

of B’ with a copy of B3. This is very important.) The new contractions will satisfy the 

disjunction property if and only if their immediate ancestors already satisfied it. This 

is derived without too much trouble from this identical nature of the histories, and the 

fact that A:lqft and v:right introduce a weak auxiliary formula. (The latter is used to 

prove the disjunction property of the contraction over connectives which were not part 

of an earlier contraction.) 

This argument applies equally to the copies of the formulas B?, .,Bh as to the 

formulas in 7; and A;. All that matters is the way that the formulas arose from 

duplicated subproofs. In particular the A : right rule under consideration does not really 

play an active role in the testing of these new contractions. 

Then we build a proof 17BAc’.BAC” : l-7, r; -+ AT, AI,B’ A C’, ..B’ A C’, B’ A 

C’,..., B2ACr.B3 ,..., B” from 77; and r copies of77 ““’ followed by new contractions 

(as before). Recursively, we build a proof 170r“ J~(” and we call it 77:). 

Let us compute the number of lines used in the proof. Let L, denote the number 

of lines after j levels of the construction, i.e., L, = #line.~(lllB”““..-.B”“’ ), and L,, = 
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#lines(lIb). Then we have that L ,+I br. (L, + 1) + #lines(ITi) for each 1 <j --c k, 

and L1 = Y . (#lines(l7;‘) + 1) + #lines(IIi). When ja 1 one can check that Lj <rj 

#lines(nj) + (c;zi I-‘) . (#line.s(IZi) + r) through an easy induction argument. This 

implies that 

#Zines(Uh)(= Lh)dr” . #Zines(II{) + pk (#lines(I7:) + Y), 

where ,ut = 1 and @k dr” when k > 1. (This uses the assumption that r > 1.) Combin- 

ing this with our induction hypothesis we get 

#line.s(17~)<(2”‘)2” .2”’ ’ N(n, ) + pk (22” N(n2) + 2”? ), 

where ~1 = 1 and pk < (2”: )I’ ’ when k > 1. Let us check that 

#lines(17h)<2?“+‘L . (N(zz, ) + N(Iz2) + 1) = 22”+c’ . N(IIo). 

We have that 2(“‘+1 1.2” .@“+” because c2 + 1 d2”:. It remains to check that vk . 
22’2 < 22”-“z, (Th’ 

IS will take care of the last term too, since 2(‘? <2”‘.) 

This estimate is clear when k = 1. So suppose that k > 1, so that cl > 0 and 
ok . 22” = 2”‘.2’I 72”‘. We need to check that c2 2”’ + 2”? <2”‘““. This follows easily 

from c2 <2”?-’ and the fact that CI > 0. 

Thus, we obtain the desired bound on #Zines(IIo) in this case. Note that for this 

construction of I70 the formula B A C has multiplicity k Y <2”‘““, as required in (2) 

above. There are no multiplicities unless at least one of B and C have already non- 

trivial multiplicity, in accordance with (1). Also the contractions that we introduced 

do not cause problems and this is easy to check by the same argument used before. 

The other binary rule V : lef? is treated in exactly the same manner. 

We are left with the case where ITo is obtained from a cut rule, applied to I7r:r, -+ 

A,,C and Il2 : C,r2 -+ AZ, say. We use our induction hypothesis to obtain proofs 

II; : r; + A;, C’, . . . , Ck and Il; : C’, . , C”, ry + A;. This case is treated in 

practically the same manner as before. That is, we combine many copies of I7; and 

l74. We begin by taking II; and combining it with r copies of II{ using the cut rule 

r times and many contractions to get a proof of r;, r; + Af, A;, C’, . . . , C’. That is, 

we apply the cuts using always the occurrence C’ of C in ZZ{ but systematically going 

through all the C’s in II;. We have made progress here because we have one fewer C 

on the right side and none on the left. We then combine I7i with Y copies of this new 

proof in a similar manner (with many contractions again) to get a proof of r;,r; 4 
A;, A;, C3,. . . , Ck. Continuing in this manner we get a proof of r;, r; --f AT, A;. 

This is the proof II; that we want. We have exactly the same bounds for the number 

of lines as before, and we have not changed the multiplicities. The only other point is 

that all of the contractions that we introduce do not cause problems again by the same 

argument as before. 

This completes the description of the inductive construction. It is clear now what we 

meant before, that to check that no non-trivial contractions are present in the proof we 

need only worry about the new contractions, the old contractions are not significantly 

affected by the additional operations. 
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To conclude the proof we need to apply Proposition 9 to Jl’. (Here. we use the 

fact that Lemma 8 applied to a proof containing no non-trivial contractions gives a 

proof which still contains no non-trivial contractions only. The procedure in Lemma 8 

essentially introduces a larger number of weak occurrences, but does not add non-weak 

occurrences and this is compatible with the disjunction property.) We call the resulting 

proof II’ again. Note that N(II’) = # lines(l7’) + # contmctions(ll’) < 3 # line.r( n’) 

by Lemma 9. C? 

Proof of Theorem 1. The number of contractions which do not satisfy the disjunction 

property and have direct paths to cut-formulas in Li’ is bounded by N(I7). Apply 

Theorem 5 to n (where c </V(U)) and obtain the claim. L1 

Theorem 10. Let Il : S he a pro@ in ALK qf‘ n lines. Then there is u pmof’ II’ : S 

in LK qf’ 6‘(n) lines. 

Proof. To convert an ALK-proof into an LK-proof is easy. We just need to apply con- 

tractions to the antecedents of Zl : leftcAt and V: right,,, rules. apply 3 : lgfi and d : right 

rules instead of the corresponding extended rules, and add new weak formulas to prc- 

serve the number of copies of quantified formulas in the consequent of $ : Ir$,,, and 

V : right,,, rules. 

With this transformation the number of axioms remains the same but new contrac- 

tions might have increased the complexity of the original proof. (Note that Lemma 6 

ensures that the new weak occurrences can be added with no increase of the number 

of lines). By Lemma 9 (to be precise WC apply here a version of the lemma for LK: 

the proof is the same as for ALK) we can find a LK-proof of S with a number of 

contractions which is bounded by the number of axioms. Hence. we find a proof of S 

with (o(n) lines. 3 

5. Proofs in ALK are acyclic 

The method described in Theorem 5 simpkfies the logical flow graph of a proof in 

the sense of Theorem 2 which shows that the logical flow graph of a proof in ALK is 

acyclic. 

Proof of Theorem 2. First, we claim that for each cut-formula C and its dual C” thcrc 

is ut most one s-formula D in C such that both D and D* (ic. the dual of D in C*) 

have direct paths to distinguished occurrences in axioms in I7. To see this we look at 

the formula C and by steps, looking at its binary connectives, we will determine larger 

and larger subsets of s-formulas of C where there are no pairs of atomic r-formulas 

D. D* both linked to distinguished occurrences. 

Let us start by considering the maximal subformula C’ of C whose main connective 

is binary. Note that the set of s-formulas in C’ is the same as the set of s-formulas in 

C (WC essentially ignore negations and quantifiers here). 
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Suppose C’ to be of the form A A B and let A A B appear positively in the sequent. 

This means that A* A B’ in C* has to have either all paths from B* or from A* going 

to weak occurrences by the triviality condition. Suppose all paths from B” go to weak 

occurrences. They clearly satisfy our condition and we only need to go on and check 

that paths passing through A* (or A if one prefers) behave as required. If A AB appears 

negatively in the sequent, we will have to look at paths passing through A (or B) as 

before. In case C’ is of the form A V B we proceed similarly. 

We repeat the reasoning over the maximal subformula C’ of A whose main connec- 

tive is binary, and over and over again, over smaller subformulas until C’ is atomic. 

The logical complexity of maximal formulas decreases after each iteration of the test- 

ing and the atomic case is reached after a finite number of steps. With each testing 

we ascertain that a larger set of s-formulas of C satisfies the condition. In fact, until 

the atomic case, no atomic s-formula in C together with its dual had both direct paths 

to distinguished occurrences. This proves the claim. 

Now, let us prove the proposition. Suppose that there was a cyclic path. (Because 

a cycle must be oriented this path cannot reach the end-sequent. If it did, it would 

have to stop there.) Consider the smallest subproof of our proof which contains our 

cycle. Again the end-sequent of this smallest subproof cannot contain formulas from 

the cycle, but then one of the sequents which occurred just before must touch the 

cycle, by minimality. In fact the last rule used in this subproof must be a cut rule, and 

the cycle must go through the cut-formula. In all other cases we would have a formula 

in the cycle that would have nowhere else to go, by minimality and the definition of 

logical flow graph. 

This occurrence of the cut rule combines two distinct subproofs, each of which 

contains a part of the cycle. This implies that the cycle must cross the cut at least 

twice, once going in each direction. That is, the cycle should have at least two edges 

which go across the cut, with opposite orientations. (Otherwise the cycle would have 

two ends which cannot be reconnected.) This situation is incompatible with the claim. 

One of the endpoints of one of these edges must have all direct paths going up to weak 

occurrences. The path would then have no place to cycle back to, and cannot follow 

such a path. Thus we conclude that there is no cycle and the proposition follows. 0 

Corollary 11. If Il : S is a LK-proof where allformulas directly linked to cuts satisfy 
the disjunction property, then there are no paths in lI which are cyclic. 

Proof. We only need to observe that II is an ALK-proof and therefore its logical flow 

graph is acyclic by Theorem 2. 0 
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